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May was a month of mixed successes. The committee
has strived to engage speakers to present on
nominated topics and provide a comprehensive and
informative program for the year. We had a last
minute cancellation and had to improvise for our
Black and White presentation. I acknowledge the
effort Michelle Nichols put in at short notice and
thank her for an informative and inspiring
presentation.
Presenters are becoming scarce and finding judges is
an increasingly challenging enterprise. Our club is
growing in membership and the needs of our
members for relevant information as to how to
improve their knowledge and express this in creating
their images have to be met.
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Webmaster

Jonathan Auld

WHAT’S ON THIS MONTH
JUNE 6

PRESENTATION
OUTING
Vivid Sydney – by train

JUNE 13

WORKSHOP
Inner Creativity

JUNE 20

COMPETITION
Shadows

JUNE 23

OUTING
Day Shoot – Dawes point

We had an outing to Fagan Park in Galston that was
well attended and we enjoyed the colours of autumn
in brilliant sunshine at a venue that provided both
opportunity and challenges. Items of historical,
architectural and horticultural interest were in
abundance. In short: something for everyone. Those
members who abandoned the comfort of the doona
and got out early were rewarded with images blessed
by the early morning light and mist. It’s a great venue
and photographs well in all seasons. Do a little
homework before you go and check if the museum(s)
will be open.
The annual interclub competition between Castle Hill,
Blacktown and Hawkesbury camera clubs was
conducted this month. We thank Castle Hill for their
hospitality and warm welcome for the event. Phil
Ramsden was the judge for the evening and we were

both entertained and enlightened by his appraisal,
insights and commentary on the works submitted.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank our
members for submitting images for this competition
and congratulate those who helped contribute. We
managed to secure second place. The club paid for
the printing and mounting of the images and others
from recent interclub comps. The committee has
decided to offer these images to Fitzgerald House. If
the offer is accepted the authors will be
acknowledged by plaques attached to the mounts.
John Hughes
John Hughes

PHOTOGRAPHY TIPS
\

PHOTOGRAPHS BRING HAPPINESS
NEWSLETTER CONTRIBUTION
My daughter Erica has two children, Adam and Lucas.
While waiting at school with Lucas to pick up Adam, Erica
was approached by a stranger who asked her “is there a
picture of your son in the Hawkesbury Hospital?” Which
she replied “Yes”. The stranger then told Erica she worked
in Radiology at the Hospital. She said “Every time I see the
photo, it brings me such joy to start the day”, also with
people passing it bring on a smile.
Erica passed on the story that Lucas had found a box of
‘Bandaids’ and attempted to stick on the lot. Erica then
tole the lady that her father belonged to the Hawkesbury
Photographic Club and managed to get the shot of Lucas in
the process of “Healing his body”.

By Don Clay

5 QUICK TIPS
IMAGES

FOR

AWESOME SHADOW PHOTOGRAPHY

Shadow photography is a simple, yet effective way to
create stunning images of just about any subject. All you
need to get started in shadow photography is a light
source and a subject who casts a shadow – that’s it!

It is rewarding to see the efforts of the photo club putting
up photogr4aphs annually in the Hospital is appreciated by
staff, children, patients and lots of others.
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If you are interested in trying out shadow photography,
here are some tips to get you started:
1. Look down, not ahead

photographing indoors you can use a lamp without the
shade to create a strong light source, which will result in
strong shadows. The closer your light source is to the
ground (or to the level the shadow-casting object is, such
as on a table), the longer of a shadow you will end up with.
3. Include the subject or not?

photo by flicks-of-micks
In general, you are going to find shadows on the ground or
against walls and other surfaces. This requires a bit of a
different approach, since as photographers we tend to
look around, not down, to compose images. So the next
time you are out with your camera try to remind yourself
to actively look for shadows and see what you find.
2. Wait for dramatic light

photo by Grozz
Whether to include the subject within the photo or not is a
personal choice and primarily depends on the type of
image you want to create. Including the subject tells the
viewer who the photo is about, while leaving the subject
out tends to add more mystery as the viewer will be
guessing who or what is casting the shadow. You can try
both approaches; then decide which result creates a better
final image.

photo by Kevin H.
The best shadows are created by light that is lower on the
horizon, which creates strong, long, and dramatic
shadows. You’re generally going to find this type of light
outdoors closer to sunrise and sunset, when the sun is
lower in the sky (rather than directly above you. If you are
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4. Look for patterns

If you’re not sure what you can “do” with shadows and
photography, check out some online photo galleries of
shadow photography, particularly the work of Alexey
Bednij, who has created powerful, dynamic images using
shadows and patterns. By viewing what others have
created using shadows, you can get a better idea of what
types of shadows to look for and how you should approach
the scene to capture it on camera.
Final tip: As long as you are comfortable using it, try to
capture shadow images using manual mode, which give
you more control over the exposure. The automatic
exposure meter on most cameras will attempt to “lighten”
the shadows, resulting in an overexposed image.
About the author: Angela Heidt is the owner and sole
proprietor of WriteAngel, offering professional writing
services for small and medium-sized business in North
America and abroad. Angela is a regular ghost writer for
several photography-related blogs and also assists
professional photographers complete their writing projects,
including a few full-length books available on Amazon.

photo by vividBreeze
Images that combine shadows and patterns can turn out
very dramatic – so keep an eye out for any patterns and
shadows that you can capture on camera. Patterns exist
everywhere, so it’s just a matter of being aware of them
and identifying photographic opportunities. Some great
examples include power lines, rock formations, buildings,
birds, bugs, flowers, etc.

Reference: Google – Photodoto

INSPIRATIONAL QUOTES

NEWSLETTER CONTRIBUTION

5. Get inspiration

photo by Jose Betancur
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COMPETITION NEWS

HCC FACEBOOK

FORF

ToNmake
thingsCeasy
on Competition nights, can members
EWSLETTER
ONTRIBUTION
please print out their own copy of the Competition
Scoresheet from the website and fill it in beforehand.
Please print clearly so that it easy to transcribe the
information onto the website.

Hawkesbury Camera Club has a Facebook page. Follow us
EWSLETTER
onNFacebook
at CONTRIBUTION
https://www.facebook.com/HawkesburyCameraClub/

Don’t forget to make use of all of the features for members
on the Hawkesbury Camera Club website at
http://www.hawkesburycameraclub.com.au/

NOTE: please ensure there are no images other than
Competition photos on the USB when submitting images
on the competition night.
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Newsletter Contributions
To the Newsletter Editor-Marian Paap – newslettereditor@hawkesburycameraclub.com.au
https://www.facebook.com/HawkesburyCameraClub/
https://www.flickr.com/groups/hawkesburyimages/
http://www.hawkesburycameraclub.com.au/

MAKING NEWS IN MAY!
WHAT MEMBERS WERE UP TO
5 MAY

Lesley McGuire and I attended a Sydney Photography Group workshop last Saturday in Hyde Park,
Sydney with a theme of Reflections...this is one of my favourite images from the morning taken of
the reflection in a motor bike mirror...

By Deborah Cloake
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EVALUATION & PORTFOLIO DISCUSSION
9 MAY

Evaluation & Portfolio discussion evening was led by Ian Cambourne and some images presented
for evaluation by members.
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OUTBACK OUTING
MAY

THREE LADIES AND A BLOKE IN THE OUTBACK!
The start of an Outback Trek convoy kicked off from Richmond at 6.30am with four enthusiastic
photographers bound for a six day trip to Mungo and Willandra NP, far West NSW. First stop at
Blayney for coffee made us aware as to how cold country towns can get, a mild 6 Degrees. A quick
stop at Grenfell for a photo with that bronze Aussie poet Henry Lawson, a quiet man, sunning
himself on a park bench with a few friends, then on to Weethalle for a shot of the silos painted by
Hesco Khosnaran in 2017.
Our first O/night stop was at Hay where a good feed was had at the Riverina Pub after a town walk
for photo opportunities. Next day on to Balranald for a fuel stop, a right turn and 100 or so
Kilometres on the dirt and we are at Mungo National Park. Great facilities in the modernised
Shearers Quarters and interesting travellers both local and overseas to ‘have a chat with’ around a
good fire. A 1930’s era woolshed and much older weathered sand dunes were on the
photographic agenda and of course someone had to bring Sparklers along to entertain the
younger ones at night!!
Next day, to add to the excitement of Outback travel the ‘Tour Leader’ decided to have a Seniors
moment and conducted all concerned on a Cooks tour (insert lost adventure) until it was pointed
out that the top of the map was in fact North…well I’ll be, should have grabbed the NavMan out of
the glovebox, which the map adviser already had!! Eventually, after a Pub dinner and overnight
stay at Ivanhoe (we only stopped for fuel really, then it got dark so we had to stay) we arrived at
Willandra National Park, a 1930’s era sheep property taken over by NPWS after the graziers lease
expired. A great place for a stay, good facilities for that era including a cosy fire in the lounge room
which caused the red wine to evaporate, so it was claimed! There was plenty of wine wood,
I meant, for a pleasant evening after an attempted star trail photo shoot. It was found that turning
the camera on and having good batteries helps. Experience prevailed.
A restored Homestead, big shearing shed, vintage shearers’ quarters and a flowing Willandra creek
with a squadron of elusive Pelicans provided some photo challenges.
Being a ‘short’ trip meant a long haul the following day, 630km. All arrived home safe looking
forward to another proposed trip to that region and beyond. September / October 2018.
By Pete Burford
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Ancient Erosion

Tripod not required! – Photos by Ruth Nielson
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Dunes at Mungo

Walls of China - Photos by Pete Burford

Emus going down!
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Mungo Woolshed by Starlight

Roo Family Outing

Weethallie Silos – Photos by Cathy Callan
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OUTING
FAGAN PARK
26 MAY
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Photos by Lesley McGuire
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Photos by John Hughes
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INTERCLUB COMPETITION
BETWEEN CASTLE HILL, HAWKESBURY & BLACKTOWN CAMERA CLUBS
30 MAY
Thanks to the Castle Hill Camera Club for hosting the 2018 Interclub Competition and for their
hospitality.
COLOUR PRINTS

Mum & Baby - By Jenny Aquilina

15/15

Flight of the Wattle Bird - By Tina Simm
15/15
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Jaisalmar Man – By George Romanowski
14/15

Glimpse of Infinity – By Max Storrie
13/15

KingFisher – By Jenelle Gavin
14/15

Green Frog – By Iris Macdonald
13/15
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Upside Down – By Pete Burford
13/15

Gumnuts – by Jenelle Gavin
12/15

Eastern Water Dragon – By Jenny O’Connel
12/15
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Dragon Fly – By George Romanowski
12/15

MONOCHROME PRINTS

Maria Island – By Jenelle Gavin
14/15
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The Woman in the Doorway - By Kelly Woldhuis
14/15

Tongan Gentleman - By Ron Rodgers
14/15

Two Guys in Town - By Sophie Berg
14/15
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Aunt Amy – By Jenelle Gavin
13/15

When All is Said and Done – By John Hughes
13/15

African Sunset – By Graham Hodgkins
13/15
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Farm House – By Jonathan Auld
13/15

Chevelle – By Barry Matthews
13/15

Talindert Supervisors House
13/15
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PROJECTED IMAGES

Sundew Family – Jenelle Gavin
15/15

Snack – By George Romanowski
15/15

Picture Twirl – By Deborah Gillman
15/15
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Spirals – By Marian Paap
14/15

King Parrot – By Jenelle Gavin
14/15

Under the Earth – By Ian Cambourne
13/15
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Mungo – By Lee Schatkowski
13/15

Japanese Umbrella – By Ron Rodgers
13/15

Bright Light – By George Romanowski
13/15
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Seal pup – By Pete Burford
12/15

Score Summary
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Some competition images on the night…
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